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Presented by EMMA ELIZABETH and LOCAL DESIGN, LOCAL MILAN NO.4 will feature 44 Australian / 
New Zealand designers and will be the largest independent showcase of Australian design to date in Milan.  
With a vision to advance awareness and understanding of Australian design amongst a global audience, the 
exhibition of the designers’ work is heavily curated and stylised by LOCAL DESIGN’s Emma Elizabeth. Where 
she invites guests to walk through these editorially arranged sets, that bring the collective of designers 
together to celebrate colour, texture and sound. 

Across the ten rooms and two level Palazzo, formally occupied by Diesel and Moroso the 44 designers 
pieces will be integrated into the rooms, including pieces from New Volumes ™, nau and an exclusive 
collection of LOCAL DESIGN works for Lane Crawford, creatively directed by Emma Elizabeth. The bottom 
level will also play host to the nau cafe, support by Australian furniture brand nau, where guests can take a 
moment to stop and reflect over refreshments and a quirky Australian snack.

“It’s hard to describe Australian design as it draws from so many cultures and influences,” says Emma 
Elizabeth. “The objective of LOCAL MILAN over the past four years has been to present a collective of 
Australian design that allows guests to start creating their own dialogue in regards to our design industry. In 
time heightening the global perspective of our Australian aesthetic and style, encouraging and supporting 
local designers to continue advancing and developing the industry.” 

The scenography for LOCAL MILAN No.4 will be layered with sponsor materials including: fabric, breeze 
blocks, stone and custom flora/fauna sculptural moments from Berlin based, Australian floral stylist: Ruby 
Barber. A bespoke sound scape by Australian DJ and Model, Mason Mulholland will echo contemporary Australian 
culture through the rooms. With the Milan based, Australian graphic designer and creative director Bradley Seymour 
putting is visual curiosity spin on the visual identity of the show. 
 
LOCAL MILAN NO.4 proudly presented by Cosentino Australia.

LOCAL MILAN NO.4 is sponsored by Cosentino Australia, Brickworks Building Products, nau, LCI Melbourne, 
Kvadrat Maharam, New Volumes ™, AVION and MAX&YOU.

PRESS RELEASE

The fourth edition of LOCAL MILAN will be 
unveiled at this year’s Milan Design Week in the 
5 Vie district, the historic heart of Milan and 
centre of art, design and culture.   

LOCAL DESIGN

www.localdesign.com.au
@local_design 
#localmilan

PRESENTING PARTNER
Consentino Australia 
 
SPONSORS
Brickworks Building Products
NAU
LCI Melbourne
Kvadrat Maharam
New Volumes ™
AVION International Freight Forwarder
MAX&YOU

NOTE TO EDITORS

High-res pre press images are available upon request.

High-res press images are available of the exhibition 
from Monday April 8th upon request.

Emma Elizabeth, LOCAL DESIGN’s Founder and 
Creative Director, is available for comments and/or 
interviews.

For further information, press images or to arrange an 
interview/commentary please email  Max 
max@maxandyou.com.au or call +61 415 889 156.
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PRESS PREVIEW WITH 5 VIE 
WEDNESDAY 27TH FEBRUARY
2.30PM FOR A 3PM START
Societa’ d’Incoraggiamento d’Arti e Mestieri / SIAM
Via Santa Marta 18, Milano

PRESS PREVIEW OF THE LOCAL MILAN NO.4 EXHIBITION 
MONDAY 8TH APRIL 
10AM – 3PM
Via Cesare Correnti 14

INTERVIEWS UPON REQUEST WITH: 
Emma Elizabeth  Aaron Garlick  ADesignStudio  Adam Cornish   
Adam Goodrum  Anna Varendorff   Ben-Tovim Design Callum Campbell  
Christopher Boots CJ Anderson   Copper Design   Danielle Brustman
Dowel Jones  Dylan Farrell Design Figgoscope Curates Fletcher x James  
Marcel Sigel  Nicholas Fuller  Oliver Tanner Art  Porceleain Bear   
Hava Studio  Rosanna Cervaolo Shilo x Lydia  Tom Emmett
Tom Fereday  Trent Jansen   Volker Haug  Zachary Hanna  
Coco Flipp  Adam & Arthur  Fred Ganim  Phil Cuttance   
Nick Rennie  Thomas Coward  Richard Munao   
   (New Volumes)  (NAU) 

LOCAL MILAN MILAN NO.4 EXHIBITION 
MILAN DESIGN WEEK
TUESDAY 9TH - 14TH APRIL 
10AM - 7PM
Via Cesare Correnti 14

5 VIE UPLATE 
WEDNESDAY 10TH APRIL 
10AM - 9PM
Via Cesare Correnti 14 
(complimentary aperitivo from 6-9pm)

LOCAL MILAN ‘LA NOTTE’ COCKTAIL EVENT 
WEDNESDAY 10TH APRIL
9PM – 3AM (BY INVITATION ONLY)
VOLT Via Molino delle Armi 16

PRESS PREVIEW & 
EVENT DATES 

LOCAL DESIGN

www.localdesign.com.au
@local_design 
#localmilan

PRESENTING PARTNER
Consentino Australia 
 
SPONSORS
Brickworks Building Products
NAU
LCI Melbourne
Kvadrat Maharam
New Volumes ™
AVION International Freight Forwarder
MAX&YOU

NOTE TO EDITORS

High-res pre press images are available upon request.

High-res press images are available of the exhibition 
from Monday April 8th upon request.

Emma Elizabeth, LOCAL DESIGN’s Founder and 
Creative Director, is available for comments and/or 
interviews.

For further information, press images or to arrange an 
interview/commentary please email  Max 
max@maxandyou.com.au or call +61 415 889 156.
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LOCAL DESIGN 
EMMA ELIZABETH

LOCAL DESIGN provides a platform, unified 
voice, marketplace and network for Australian 
designers. Cross-disciplinary designer 
Emma Elizabeth founded the LOCAL DESIGN 
platform in 2015, which includes a website, 
exhibitions and events that showcase local 
professionals’ talents, with the mission of 
encouraging people to “think global and buy 
local.” LOCAL DESIGN connects creative 
talent and brands, supports Australian-
designed production and export and actively 
promotes the growth of the design industry. 

Emma Elizabeth has a connection to Milan 
where she studied scenografia, graduating 
back in 2006 from a fusion course of 
interior design, industrial design and set 
design at IED, Istituto Europeo di Design. 
After graduating she established Emma 
Elizabeth Designs and takes a cross-
disciplinary approach to art direction, design, 
styling and creative conceptualization.

LOCAL DESIGN

www.localdesign.com.au
@local_design 
#localmilan

PRESENTING PARTNER
Consentino Australia 
 
SPONSORS
Brickworks Building Products
NAU
LCI Melbourne
Kvadrat Maharam
New Volumes ™
AVION International Freight Forwarder
MAX&YOU

  
 

NOTE TO EDITORS

High-res pre press images are available upon request.

High-res press images are available of the exhibition 
from Monday April 8th upon request.

Emma Elizabeth, LOCAL DESIGN’s Founder and 
Creative Director, is available for comments and/or 
interviews.

For further information, press images or to arrange an 
interview/commentary please email  Max 
max@maxandyou.com.au or call +61 415 889 156.
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AARON GARLICK - www.aarongarlick.com 
Aaron Garlick is an Australian designer currently based in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. His work is influenced by his 
training in traditional furniture craft practices at the Australian National University and his interest in exploring the 
applications of contemporary manufacturing technologies. Aaron has received multiple awards including a Design 
Institute of Australia Encouragement award and a 6 month residency at Canberra Contemporary Art Space Gorman 
House. He has recently completed a Masters of Contextual Design at Design Academy Eindhoven.

ADESIGNSTUDIO - www.adesignstudio.com.au 
A Design Studio is an award-winning lighting design and manufacturing practice, led by Alex Fitzpatrick. The studio 
is based in Sydney, Australia, and distributes internationally. The studio’s collections reveal a distinctly expressive 
approach to transforming space with light, using both traditional skills (glassblowing and metalworking) and 
contemporary lighting and manufacturing technologies, to find a perfect balance between the scientific and the 
poetic.

ANNA VARENDORFF / ACV STUDIO - www.acvstudio.com
Anna Varendorff is an artist and designer working in Melbourne, Australia. Working between conceptual jewellery, 
installation, sculpture, design and production. In 2017 she founded the design practice ACV studio. She has exhibited 
in Australia and internationally since 2008, including at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, the Australian 
Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA) and with Local Design in Milan for the last two years. ACV Studio’s work Glass 
Half Full Vase, was the winner of a 2018 Wallpaper* designer of the year award, and 2019 Lane Crawford Creative Call
Out finalist. 

ADAM CORNISH - www.adamcornish.com / www.madebytait.com.au 
Adam Cornish is a multidisciplinary designer working from his independent design studio in Melbourne Australia. 
Adam aims to create honest accessible products developed through research and by allowing products to find their 
natural expression. By combining strong, simple design solutions with a palette of natural tactile materials Adam 
strives to create individual products with visual and physical longevity.

BEN-TOVIM DESIGN - www.b-td.com 
Jonathan Ben-Tovim was born in Zimbabwe, grew up and studied industrial design in Adelaide and then moved to 
Holland to complete a masters at the renowned Design Academy Eindhoven. This was followed by several years of 
working as a designer in London, until 2010 when Jonathan finally settled in Melbourne to establish his own studio.

BMDO  - www.BMDO.net
BMDO Is a multidisciplinary design studio established in 2018 by Fletcher Barns and James L. Marshall. Blending 
traditional and future orientated aesthetics and materials, BMDO produces furniture and art objects with attention to 
material, context, and detail. The duo’s professional training in Industrial Design and Fine Art provides an experimental 
basis for their exploration of methods, thinking and manufacturing.

CALLUM CAMPBELL- www.callumcampbelldesign.com 
Motivated by his profound emotional attachment to abstract ideas and concepts, Callum’s work is a reflection of the 
mind expressed in thoughtfully designed objects. Concerned with the physical and sentimental materiality of objects, 
great importance is placed on the inherent value of unique and premium materials. Complex minimalist sensibilities 
and considered manufacturing processes make champions of these materials, helping to inform each designs 
aesthetic with an honest expression.

CHRISTOPHER BOOTS - www.christopherboots.com 
Christopher’s handmade work—including lights, furniture and objects—explores the architecture and geometry of 
organic shapes, and is often inspired by forms found in plants, animals, and minerals. Christopher’s Greek heritage is 
reflected in the fusion of natural and classical, with mythology a core concept driving his work. Christopher graduated 
with a BA in Industrial Design at the National School of Design (Prahran, 2005). An apprenticeship with lighting 
pioneer Geoffrey Mance followed, leading to half a decade of training in various design and lighting techniques. 
Christopher launched his studio in 2011 and in the short span of time since, Christopher Boots has grown from a one-
person-show to a team of thirty five.

DESIGNERS BIOS
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CJ ANDERSON - www.cjand.com 
Growing up around manufacturing, CJ has been involved in making from birth. Completing his degree through 
the Queensland College of Art (QCA), his passion for making was ignited. Drawing upon raw industrial elements 
and delicate aesthetics, his designs are created using both traditional craftsmanship and digital manufacturing. 
Always striving to be dynamic and ever evolving. Using the best craftsmen and tools available, CJ creates pieces for 
residential and commercial spaces. Beautiful and thoughtful objects and furniture for interiors locally designed and 
manufactured.

COPPER DESIGN - www.copperdesign.com.au 
Edward Linacre and Viktor Legin are Copper. They crate objects, furnishings and bespoke commissions of exceptional 
innovation and material quality. Products that retain value for generations. Australian design, manufactured to the 
highest standard. 

DANIELLE BRUSTMAN - www.daniellebrustman.com 
Danielle is a highly experienced and awarded interior designer whose work encompasses a broad spectrum of 
design practice. Danielle’s approach to interior design synthesizes her cross-disciplinary skill set and expertise with 
innovation and vision. With a distinctive flair for colour, material composition and form, her signature interiors present a 
distinct visual language that integrate striking aesthetics with a pragmatic and considered approach to spatial design, 
creating richly layered interiors that are inbued with character, warmth and elegance. She applies these principles 
across a range of residential and commercial interior design projects along with commissions for bespoke furniture, 
objects, lighting and installations. Her studio is based in Melbourne.

DOWEL JONES - www.doweljones.com 
Dowel Jones is a design brand operating out of Melbourne, Australia founded by Dale Hardiman and Adam Lynch 
in 2013. Dowel Jones is interested in simplifying objects to their bare essentials without compromising on aesthetic 
values, creating unique pieces for the home and commercial interiors. Although primarily producing furniture, lighting 
and accessories, Dowel Jones also work on custom projects and installations as a way of expanding the brands 
knowledge in the presentation of designed outcomes.  Since it’s founding, Dowel Jones have won numerous awards 
nationally and internationally.

DYLAN FARRELL DESIGN - www.dylanfarrell.com 
Dylan Farrell is an award winning designer who is internationally recognised as a leader in the field of the applied arts.  
His career has so far been split, initially launching in New York where he was born and raised, and since practicing 
from his centre of operations in Sydney, Australia. He was trained at the world renown Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New 
York, where he subsequently served as a professor of interior design.  Before launching his namesake firm, he was 
consultant to a who’s-who of art and design, working alongside several American design icons on widely recognised 
projects.  His individual and collaborative works have been published in Architectural Digest, Architectural Record, 
Belle, Elle Decor, The Financial Review, The Hollywood Reporter, Interior Design, Interiors, New York Spaces, Veranda, 
and Vogue Living. Dylan is also the creative force behind a collection of couture furnishings designed exclusively for 
the international brand Jean de Merry.

EMMA ELIZABETH - www.emmaelizabethdesigns.com
Living and breathing by her self-created ethos “design is nothing without style, and style is nothing without design”, 
Emma Elizabeth  is a highly innovative designer and stylist. As a graduate in ‘Scenografia’ from Istituto Europeo di 
Design in Milan, Italy, a fusion course between interior design, industrial design and set design that allowed Emma 
Elizabeth to come directly back to Australia to set up her freelance practice and brand ‘Emma Elizabeth Designs’.
 
Her cross disciplinary approach to creative workings allows the designer to work within the realms of: Art Direction, 
Design, Styling, Experiential, Curation, Events, Production, Buying and Creative Conceptualization. Acclaimed for 
her collaboration piece, ‘Round Diamond’ with Australian rug company Designer Rugs, she is looking to expand her 
collaborative approach to designer products and projects.

DESIGNERS BIOS
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FIGGOSCOPE CURATES - www.figgoscope-curates.com 
Figgoscope Curates is a Melbourne-based curatorial and design practice exhales sophisticated craft.  Each object 
is the result of exciting collaborations with emerging designers and Portuguese artisans. The concept of bridging 
Portuguese & Australian design is the vision of architect Marta Figueiredo, founder of Figgoscope Curates. Marta’s 
practice focuses on integrating refined old techniques and materials to the contemporary design, achieving the 
perfect balance of innovative design, exceptional quality materials and timeless craft. 

KATE BANAZI - www.katebanazi.com 
Kate Banazi was born in London and studied at Central St Martins. Concentrating on the art of silk screen printing, 
she has worked from an art based practice through to fashion, music, illustration and advertising utilising a 
multidisciplinary practice to explore, light, colour and graphic motifs. Her work is experimental, intuitive and often 
playful, with bold colour and linear elements a key reference. Repetition and ritual, science and colour theory hold 
great interest and are often referenced in her work with elements exploring heritage and familial ties. She celebrates 
the subtle variations of serigraph printing, exploring the layering of colour and graphic elements alongside linear grid 
structures and hand drawn forms.  She currently lives in Sydney, Australia.

MARCEL SIGEL - www.marcelsigel.com 
Born in Australia, Marcel studied industrial design in Perth (Western Australia) before moving to Melbourne in 2004 
to set up the multidisciplinary ‘zuii’ design studio. The studio quickly gained recognition, winning various local and 
international commissions across lighting, object, and furniture. Following this success he received numerous awards 
including Wallpaper magazines ‘Best Young Designer’.
 
In search of new horizons, Marcel received a residency grant from the Australian Council for the Arts, moving shortly 
to Milan to immerse himself into international design culture. In 2007 he moved to London where he worked with both 
Artek design studio, and until 2011 was Senior Designer at Tom Dixon.
 
‘marcel sigel studio’ was established in early 2012 from a desire for personal expression in his work and is founded on 
the notion that design should be impassioned, provoking the emotions, feelings and behaviour of those who come 
into contact with it. His designs can be characterised as idiosyncratic and fresh. On one side is the understated and 
disguised, on the other, the bright and noticeable, alluding to both the hidden and visible strength of an object.
 
The studio is based in London, working with leading international clients, including; Google (UK), Nemo Cassina (Italy), 
Design by Them (Australia), Castlery (Singapore), Capdell (Spain), Asplund (Sweden), Gohome (Australia), Bombay 
Sapphire (UK), Royal Selangor (Malaysia), Peace & Sport (Monaco).

NICHOLAS FULLER - www.nicholasfuller.com.au 
Nicholas Fuller is an Australian designer & maker whose work reflects a commitment to high quality craftsmanship 
and a passion for enriching everyday living through considered design. Nicholas was born into a family who for two 
generations excelled in the field of fitting, machining  and instrument making. His childhood was spent observing 
and working in his father’s fitting workshop on lathes and milling machines. These early experiences have allowed 
Nicholas to have an extremely diverse skill set and to excel in the design and manufacture of his work. 

Nicholas honed his craft and quickly became recognised as a young designer to watch. Nicholas was awarded the 
People’s Choice Award at the Temple and Webster Emerging Designer Awards in 2015, in 2017 the best emerging 
designer at Denfair, Clarence City Art prize 2017 and the DIA award for furniture and lighting gold award 2017.

Nicholas’ practice encompasses product, commission and limited edition collectables and is always aiming to develop 
innovative and original work.

DESIGNERS BIOS
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NICHOLAS FULLER - www.nicholasfuller.com.au 
Nicholas Fuller is an Australian designer & maker whose work reflects a commitment to high quality craftsmanship 
and a passion for enriching everyday living through considered design. Nicholas was born into a family who for two 
generations excelled in the field of fitting, machining  and instrument making. His childhood was spent observing 
and working in his father’s fitting workshop on lathes and milling machines. These early experiences have allowed 
Nicholas to have an extremely diverse skill set and to excel in the design and manufacture of his work. Nicholas 
honed his craft and quickly became recognised as a young designer to watch. Nicholas was awarded the People’s 
Choice Award at the Temple and Webster Emerging Designer Awards in 2015, in 2017 the best emerging designer at 
Denfair, Clarence City Art prize 2017 and the DIA award for furniture and lighting gold award 2017. Nicholas’ practice 
encompasses product, commission and limited edition collectables and is always aiming to develop innovative and 
original work.

OLIVER TANNER  - www.olivertanner.com.au 
Oliver Tanner Art and Design combines traditional techniques with emerging technologies to produce a selection 
of art and bespoke design. Utilising methods of casting thousands of years old with CAD technology and digital 
fabrication we are able to realise a wide variety of projects from our Sydney studio. An artist and designer, Oliver was 
born and raised in Sydney, Australia. His parents’ interest in creative pursuits, his father’s architectural practice, as well 
as a fortunate friendship with artist Bronwyn Oliver set him on a path towards creative pursuits at an early age. Oliver’s 
work is currently in public and private collections in Europe, the United States, Asia and Australia. His primary studio is 
in Sydney, Australia.

PORCELAIN BEAR - www.porcelainbear.com 
Porcelain Bear is a design studio characterised by an experimental exploration of its namesake material. Traversing 
the worlds of furniture, lighting and object d’art, the Melbourne based studio is distinguished by its unique marriage 
of traditional techniques with contemporary technology.  Led by the artisanship of founders Gregory Bonasera and 
Anthony Raymond, Porcelain Bear strives to reimagine porcelain in a decidedly contemporary manner, exploring its 
boundaries while inventing entirely new applications that respond to the needs of the world’s leading interior design 
and architecture practices.

HAVA STUDIO - www.havastudio.com 
Hava Studio is a boutique design studio which specialises in the creation of interior environments. Established in 
2009 by Patty Hava, the practice focuses on residential and commercial design. Over the past 18 years, Patty’s 
love for design has taken her from Sydney to Melbourne, on to London and back again, working on a vast variety 
of projects. This experience has given the studio a wealth of design knowledge and a strong network of talented 
consultants. An individually tailored response to each brief is favoured, based on research and creative thinking to 
create an environment which aligns with the client’s brand or their way of life. Patty’s latest design adventure extends 
the design offering of the studio to include furniture and object design. Hava Studio’s product range is a cosmos in 
which the lines are crisp, the craftsmanship fine and the materials are of quality.

ROSANNA CERAVOLO  - www.rosannaceravolo.com 
Rosanna Ceravolo is a Melbourne based architect whose multi disciplinary studio focuses on delivering a full and 
considered design response. Rosanna’s studio creates architecture, products, and spaces which aim to elevate the 
human experience.Her architectural work is collaborative, contextually sensitive, client specific and considered at both 
an urban and human scale with the aim of creating places for people. Her design approach focuses principally on how 
a space can be inhabited to ensure maximum enjoyment, considering connectivity, materiality, texture, light, and scale. 
As a natural progression, her work maintains a refined and detailed interior focus.

SHILO x LYDIA - www.shiloengelbrecht.com 
Artist, Shilo Engelbrecht and fashion designer, Lydia Pearson come together creatively for the first time in this exciting 
unison; a considered, utilitarian and functional uniform made uniquely for Local Design during Salon del Mobile 2019. 
The heavy uniform fabrics are printed with Shilo’s ‘collage’ artwork which feature pieces of armour throughout history, 
montaged onto collections of artefacts and female sculptures. Like a modern shield and in the spirit of a uniform, 
Lydia has designed, ‘The Stud’, an easy to wear and multi-fit garment to clearly unite and identify staff during the 
exhibition. For the male staff, Shilo has created reconstructed shirts using her printed Italian linen.  

DESIGNERS BIOS
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TOM EMMETT - www.tomemmett.com 
Tom Emmett is a Brisbane/Sydney based artist and designer whose practice primarily involves sculpture and draws 
upon the landscape and the Anthropocene. His designs are characterised by subtle forms which are the result of the 
function, process, the human touch and playfulness between these elements.

TOM FEREDAY x STUDIO KYSS  - www.tomfereday.com / www.studiokyss.com
The KYSS range represents a unique collaboration between award winning furniture designer Tom Fereday and 
metal-smith maker + designer Studio Kyss.  Collaborating on the principle of honest design, Kyss + Fereday present 
a hand made furniture collection uniquely made from solid brass and FSC rated solid timber. The KYSS range utilises 
folded and formed solid brass to create a sculptural table and seating range. 

TRENT JANSEN & CHRIS NICHOLSON - www.trentjansen.com 
Trent Jansen is a designer based in Thirroul, Australia, and Lecturer at the University of New South Wales
Art & Design, Sydney. Trent gained his PhD from the University of Wollongong under renowned
Australian art historian Ian McLean, and his Bachelor of Design from the College of Fine Arts, University
of New South Wales in Sydney, spending a portion of his undergraduate degree in the Department of Art
and Design at the University of Alberta in Edmonton, Canada. Trent Jansen applies his method of Design 
Anthropology to the design of products and furniture for manufacturers including Moooi, DesignByThem and Tait 
Outdoor. This approach is also applied to the design of limited edition and one-off pieces for clients including the 
Molonglo Group and design galleries Broached Commissions and Gallery All.

Chris Nicholson is a furniture maker based in Wollongong with a background in commercial joinery and
engineering. Chris Nicholson is a self-taught maker with an interest in the iterative, practice-led approach required in
converting a two-dimensional drawing into a three-dimensional form, and the transformation that takes
place when an idea is given volume, texture and materiality. Chris employs this interest in the design and
making of furniture for Dessein, and architectural joinery and site specific, public realm furniture for Takt
and the University of Wollongong.

VOLKER HAUU STUDIO - www.volkerhaug.com 
Volker Haug Studio is an international lighting design practice based in Melbourne, Australia. The multidisciplinary 
design and production teams work on lighting concepts across architectural scales and contexts. The Studio adopts 
a spirited design approach that engages with the curiosity of the viewer to produce a decorative lighting range that 
is at once playful and functional, sculptural and surprising. Working with metals, stone, ceramic and glass, each of our 
lights is assembled and finished by hand in our workshop.

ZACHARY HANNA - www.zacharyhanna.studio 
Zachary Hanna is a designer who creates objects through to product and furniture. He is interested in the value 
created via user interaction and what can be achieved through investigating process.  Zachary graduated from 
University of Technology Sydney and has since worked in a range of companies, including Adam Goodrum Studio. A 
selection of Zachary’s work can be seen on this site, while the rest sits half finished on his workbench.

  

DESIGNERS BIOS
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NAU 
www.naudesign.com.au 

Driven by the ambition to bring premium European design to Australia, Richard Munao established Cult in 1997 with 
a humble showroom in the backstreets of Chippendale. Since then, Cult has grown into the leading purveyor of the 
best international design in Australia and New Zealand, with a portfolio of over 35 brands across furniture, lighting 
and accessories, such as Republic of Fritz Hansen, Louis Poulsen, HAY, Magis, Carl Hansen Son and Poltrona Frau. 
During this 20-year journey, Cult has evolved from showroom estination to fullservice design house; diversifying into 
the production, manufacture and retail of Australian design, together with the education and advocacy for authentic 
design. In 2014 Cult launched its first exclusive collection of Australian furniture; the AG x Cult capsule of residential 
and commercial pieces by acclaimed designer Adam Goodrum. Since then, Cult’s product development arm has 
grown significantly in size and recognition; a collective of designers from around Australia now designing furniture, 
lighting and accessories for Cult.

The time is now to establish these designs as one brand, and promote Australian creativity to the world. From this, 
nau is born.

Designers to be showcased within LOCAL MILAN No.4 include:
Adam Goodrum, Adam Cornish, Coco Flip, Tom Fereday

NEW VOLUMES ™ 
www.newvolumes.com

Our story begins here and stems from our travels and connections across the globe, through which we identified an 
untapped volume of story and space. New Volumes was the idea born out of this void and has become a way for us to 
express ourselves through people, design, materiality and of course, their stories.

Our aims are simple — to create the most unique and beautiful products that will inspire and enhance the everyday. 
We are excited to see our precious material used in such distinct ways and hope each piece brings pleasure to 
anyone who uses them.
— Phil Brenton, Managing Director

For our first endeavour, we chose seven other designers who would understand this. Designers whose previous work 
exhibited unique thinking with respect to form, process and material. Our brief to them was one of pure expression. 

In an exercise such as this, product function can have a lesser importance than form. We subscribe to the idea that 
people respond to form in an instinctual way to create emotional connections with the objects around them. With this 
in mind, when examining each design we would ask: does it deserve to be made? Is it asking or answering a question? 
Is it a new way of expressing an old idea? The succinct result is a collection of modern artifacts that are ready to be 
treasured over time.

With great pleasure, we present New Volumes, Collection 01 — Elba.
— Thomas Coward, Creative Director

Designers to be showcased within LOCAL MILAN No.4 include:
Dale Hardiman, Emma Elizabeth, Marsha Golemac, Nick Rennie, Ross Gardam, Sarah King, Thomas Coward, 
Tom Skeehan

 

COLLECTIVE COLLECTIONS
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LOCAL DESIGN’S EXCLUSIVE COLLECTION FOR LANE CRAWFORD
www.lanecrawford.com 
Lane Crawford, Greater China’s leading iconic luxury department store, is continuing its commitment to supporting 
lifestyle talent with the announcement of a world first exclusive collaboration, formed by a series of Australian and 
New Zealand designers, curated and creatively directed by LOCAL DESIGN’s Emma Elizabeth. Lane Crawford is 
an authority in design and prides its self on bringing the world of design to it’s instore and online platforms. The 
collaboration between LOCAL DESIGN and Lane Crawford will launch during Art Basel in Hong Kong, furthering the 
connection between art and design.
Designers to be showcased within LOCAL MILAN No.4 include:
Adam Goodrum, Adam & Arthur, ADesignStudio, Evie Group, Fred Ganim, Jon Goulder, Phil Cuttance, 
Volker Haug Studio, SKEEHAN x STELLEN

CREATIVE COLLABORATORS
BRADLEY SEYMOUR - GRAPHICS & VISUAL IDENTITY
www.bradleyseymour.com
‘Beauty equals truth’ is Bradley Seymour’s instinctive guiding light - just so long as it includes a hit of wonder, humour 
and elegance. His visual curiosity honed as former creative director of Italian Marie Claire, creative project manager at 
Esquire Italia and art director of Vacheron Constantin’s annual folio, Collector’s Island, brings collaborators to the ever-
evolving intersection between fashion and design. Seymour’s Milan-based creative agency, 
www.studio-sibling.com crafts his distinctly international perspective into the meticulous, authoritative and often 
surprising editorial slant through which Bradley tells his clients’ unique story.

MASON MULHOLLAND - SOUNDSCAPE
@masonmullholland
Mason Mulholland is a Sydney based art director and DJ. His background in curating music and sound for high-end 
events and venues has instilled a unique vision for audience and space. Meanwhile, a degree at Sydney’s National 
Art School has contributed to Mulholland’s creative sensibility and awareness. Mulholland has curated music for 
the launch of The Art Gallery of NSW “Nude: Art from the Tate”, “Robert Mapplethorpe: The perfect medium”, and a 
private event for Fendi at Bennelong, Sydney Opera House, to name just a few. Through his recorded mixes and DJ 
sets, Mulholland aims to share and promote the established and emerging creative forces originating from Australia.

RUBY BARBER - FLORAL STYLING & BOTANICAL SET DESIGN
www.marylennox.de
Berlin based studio specialising in Flower Styling, Botanical Set Design and Consultancy. Founded by Ruby Barber, 
Mary Lennox is named after the protagonist of Frances Hodgson Burnett’s novel The Secret Garden, a story which 
celebrates the beauty, mystery and rejuvenating qualities of nature.
By chance, Ruby’s first studio also found itself on the corner of Mary and Lennox Streets in Sydney, Australia. The 
same building housed her father’s first photography studio and her mother’s first art gallery. 
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NOTE TO EDITORS

High-res pre press images are available upon request.

High-res press images are available of the exhibition 
from Monday April 8th upon request.

Emma Elizabeth, LOCAL DESIGN’s Founder and 
Creative Director, is available for comments and/or 
interviews.

For further information, press images or to arrange an 
interview/commentary please email  Max 
max@maxandyou.com.au or call +61 415 889 156.


